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a rising number robots will be deployed in smart environments. It has been previously shown that putting a mobile
robot into a smart environment offers a whole new bunch of
opportunities in the field of robotics, for example by optimizing velocities while maintaining safety in transportation
tasks [3]. In that work the robot communicated directly with
hardware – no particular bridge between robotics and smart
environment frameworks has been built yet.

ABSTRACT

This work describes the combination of three software frameworks from two different domains: robotics and smart environments. The two robotic frameworks MCA2 and SimVis3D that have been in use for several years on a multitude
of different robotic systems and TinySEP, a modular framework for smart environments were combined to create a winwin-situation for both roboticists and ubiquitous computing
researchers. The possibilities and advantages this combination can offer are discussed, especially in situations where
mobile robots and smart environments coexist next to each
other. This work is concluded by an experiment that shows
the feasibility and the strengths of the proposed approach.

Combining the domains of ubiquitous computing and ubiquitous robots brings up a lot of advantages. Installation of
multiple (possibly expensive) sensor systems at robots and
the environment are avoided. Computational and energy resources can be saved by avoiding local sensor data processing at each mobile robot. Energy and bandwidth consumption of the wireless, battery powered ubiquitous sensors are
also reduced by sending the data only once to a central processing unit instead of communicating with each ubiquitous
robot. In situations where sensor data from the past or from
sensors out of direct communication range is necessary, a
central data storage is needed. As mobile robots can often
change the environment, such a data storage cannot be implemented in the robot itself. This is why we expect that
in the future the cooperation between both systems is inevitable. There are several scenarios where robots may directly profit from aggregated data. Some of them are timecritical tasks, for example rescue scenarios when robots need
to find people fast during a fire or non-critical tasks such as
bringing the ringing telephone to elderly people in AAL environments.
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INTRODUCTION

The domains of ubiquitous computing and ubiquitous robots
merge more and more. So called smart environments, in the
form of Smart Factories [11, 25], Smart Homes [7] or Smart
Offices and especially in the form of Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL) systems become more and more important, the latter
especially in the western world with its continuously ageing population. With the help of Wireless Sensor Networks,
we are coming closer to Mark Weiser’s vision [20] of smart
environments that would serve the people in their everyday
lives, functioning invisibly and unobtrusively in the background [19]. On the other hand, mobile robots are currently
more and more in use in a variety of environments including outdoors, in factories, in building automation, but also
in homes. Given this trend continues, it is obvious that also

There are a lot of holistic platforms combining ubiquitous
robots with smart environments. The problem is, that they
require a homogeneous installation - the platform must be
installed everywhere. In fact, the world is heterogeneous
and in future different ubiquitous robots have to interact with
different smart environments. The challenge is how to assure
interoperability between these heterogeneous platforms.
In this work, we introduce our way of combining two reliable frameworks from the robotics domain, MCA2/SimVis3D, and the highly modular ubiquitous computing framework TinySEP. The generic robotic framework Modular Controller Architecture (MCA2) and the simulation and visualization framework SimVis3D have been in use for long peri-
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Bots” (Embedded robots) and “MoBots” (Mobile robots).
A “u-space” is a composition of UbiRobots and a network.
While SoBots can easily change u-spaces, EmBots are embedded in the environment or in MoBots providing sensor
information or authenticating users and robots. MoBots provide mobile services. The authors see billions of u-spaces
over the world and have proven their concept with a virtual
pet working together with a simulated environment and a
real web-cam.

ods of time on a variety of different robots (indoors, outdoors and with educational tasks in mind). TinySEP, the
Tiny Smart Environment Platform, is actually used in two
real-world setups. We did not change the platforms itself,
but made use of their modular structure. By writing some
new, low-complex “modules” we can enable the necessary
communication while retaining the stand-alone characters of
the frameworks. Not only the roboticists benefit from this
approach. On the other hand, we will present a proof-ofconcept that shows the other direction: an existing robotic
framework is used to simulate people and wireless sensors
and feed this raw sensor information to the ubiquitous computing framework, enabling the user of this framework to do
easy and repeatable experiments in a large variety of simulated environments. For realistic results, we were using the
AmICA Wireless Sensor Network platform (see also section
“Real-world setup” ).

Distinction from this Work

All of the before mentioned frameworks are highly integrated
frameworks that are complex in terms of functionality and
the amount of time required to build a working system out
of them. The approach presented in this work is different in a
number of ways. First, the two worlds robotics and smart environments will be constructed using two distinct, separate
frameworks in contrast to the integrated approaches. This
creates a clear separation of concerns and also enables labor division during design and implementation phase of systems. The robotics experts can design with their robotics
framework while the ubiquitous computing experts can focus on the methodologies of their framework. Additionally, complexity can be reduced by having rather simple and
lightweight interfaces between the two frameworks.

All of these frameworks will first be briefly introduced in
the next sections. After that, the current and future interconnection between them will be discussed and the experiments
that have already been conducted will be presented.
RELATED WORK

This section aims to give an overview about past and present
work about frameworks that handle robotics together with
smart environments or especially robots in smart environments. After that we would like to explain why our approach
is different from the previous ones.

MCA2
Introduction

The ideas and the architecture of the Modular Controller Architecture Version 2 (MCA2) date back to at least the year
2000 [18]. It has been used and is in use as the main control system of a variety of robots, including the Robust Autonomous Vehicle for Off-road Navigation R AVON [2], the
Mobile Autonomous Robotic Vehicle for Indoor Navigation
M ARVIN [17], the Autonomous Robot for Transport and Service A RTOS, that has also been used for several experiments
for the elderly care [4]. Additionally, it has been used as the
control system of C ROMSCI, the Climbing Robot with Multiple Sucking Chambers for Inspection tasks [8], the Robothuman interaction machine ROMAN [9] and several other
projects. It also serves as the original framework that forms
the base of the popular Integrated Behaviour-Based Control
iB2C [12].

Physically Embedded Intelligent Systems

The idea of Physically Embedded Intelligent Systems (P EIS)
has been introduced in 2005 [14]. Instead of having isolated
robots that perform tasks on their own, P EIS should interact, communicate and reach goals together. To qualify as
a P EIS, the system does not need to be a robot, but can be
anything that interacts with the environment using sensors
or actuators, which means that any smart environment can
be regarded as an ecology of P EIS.
The systems and their communication methods that are used
are highly heterogeneous. The framework supports a multitude of operating systems (TinyOS, Linux, Windows) and
also a wide range of computing architectures ranging from
8-Bit microcontrollers to personal computers [15]. In Experiments, systems consisting of several robots, cameras, RFID
readers and other components have been used.

Basic Concepts

Functionality in MCA2 is realized using small modules of
C++ code. Each module has some standard interfaces to its
outside, namely a vector of controller inputs (CIs), a vector of controller outputs (COs), a vector of sensor inputs
(SIs) and a vector of sensor outputs (SOs). Additionally,
it is possible to communicate between several modules using so-called blackboards, which basically provide (network
transparent) shared memory.

The software framework that has evolved during the P EISproject is based on the so-called P EIS-Kernel, a layered library that forms a middleware for the ecology. It does support peer-to-peer communication, self-configuration and eventdriven communication principles. The data-exchange between entities is realized using tuples that consist of the P EIS’
unique identifiers and arbitrary key-value pairs. Tasks can be
achieved using either centralized or distributed approaches.

Data between several modules flows on the edges which are
used to interconnect modules. It should be noted that these
edges are network- and process-transparent. It is thus very
easy to connect modules that run in separate processes on
the same machine, but also to connect modules that run on
entirely different machines, e.g. embedded on the mobile

UbiRobots

In [10] the concept of so-called “UbiRobots” is presented.
A UbiRobot consists of “SoBots” (Software robots), “Em-
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robot itself and on a personal computer connected via WiFi. Modules can easily be configured using a set of parameters. These parameters can explicitly also be changed during
runtime, so that it is possible to change the behavior of the
modules and easily tweak them during experiments.

The sensor output of that group named “Node 361” consists of serialized AmICA frames that are identical to the
ones that are sent out over the air if real hardware is used.
After being processed by the module SimulateMedium,
which simulates concurrent access to the shared medium, the
frames are fed to the AmicaUDPTransmitter module
which is used to send out AmICA frames encapsulated in
UDP packets.

Each module should process data in two methods that are
called cyclic on a regular timebase. The Sense-method
processes sensor inputs and generates sensor outputs while
the Control-method processes the controller inputs and
generates the controller outputs. It is convention that sensorvalues always flow bottom-up while control-values flow topdown. This implies that the sensor values (which are usually
generated at the lower levels of the control hierarchy) flow to
the higher levels of the control hierarchy along sensor edges.
On the other side, control orders from the high-level control
flow down the control edges to the lower-levels, e.g. motor
controllers that finally actuate the robot.

SIMVIS3D
Introduction

The SimVis3D framework [5] is the primary simulation and
visualization framework for the 3D sceneries of all the robots
that have been previously named in the section about MCA2.
It is an open and flexible and customizable solution which
has been released under the terms of the GNU General Public License (GPL)1 .
As the name already suggests, it serves two main tasks: first
the simulation of robots by providing the possibility to simulate the sensor systems as well as the actuation systems of
the robots. Additionally, all kinds of static objects as well
as other dynamic entities such as people or animals can be
simulated. Besides the task of simulation, the second task is
the visualization of the current state of a (real) robot. This
is usually done by displaying a 3D model of the robot and
additionally visualizing the state of the world, as estimated
by the robot itself, in the image. For example Figure 2 shows
the visualization of the outdoor vehicle R AVON. Additional
information included are the robot position in the world as
well as the graph with which the robot is navigating.

Another feature to cope with complexity is the concept of
groups. MCA2-groups have basically the same interface
as modules, but instead of containing program logic, as the
modules do, they are used to encapsulate a bunch of modules or even other groups, exposing only the external controller/sensor inputs/outputs. An example of how a structure
of interconnected modules and groups look like can be seen
in Figure 1.

Figure 2. 3D-Visualization of R AVON with overlaid navigation graph
[5]

Simulation of Sensors

As already briefly mentioned, SimVis3D can simulate a couple of different sensor that are common in robotics. Using virtual cameras that can be freely placed in the scene,
it is possible to simulate all kinds of visual cameras placed
at different static positions or attached somewhere to a mobile robot. By accessing Z-buffer depth information during
rendering it is also easily possible to simulate the outputs
of distance sensors, such as PMD cameras, laser scanners,
ultrasonic sensors, infrared sensors based on triangulation
or recent consumer-grade 3D-imaging devices such as Microsoft’s Kinect or Asus’ Xtion.

Figure 1. Example structure of MCA2 modules and groups

Additionally, this figure shows a module that has been used
during the interconnection experiment with TinySEP. The
inner group simulates an AmICA wireless sensor node which
consists of submodules such as a simulated reed switch, PIR
sensor and the two modules TXScheduler and FrameBuilder that are used to determine when (simulated) transmissions of data occur and how they are encapsulated in AmICA frames.

1
http://rrlib.cs.uni-kl.de/software/
simvis3d/
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Especially for the work with smart environments in mind,
the simulation framework has been extended with the simulation of objects with temperatures and thermal imaging devices. This step has been necessary, as one important sensor
in smart environments applications is the (in reality) rather
simple passive infrared (PIR) sensor that is able to detect the
movements of warm objects (i.e. people in the environment).

interaction with other objects in the scenery [21].

The simulation of thermal cameras is internally accomplished
by attaching (static) temperature values to the objects in the
scenegraph. If a visible-light camera is simulated the scene
is just rendered as it has been rendered before the extension.
If however the image of a thermal camera is to be rendered,
the process is slightly different. First the colors of all objects will be switched to a grayscale false-color representation that corresponds to their temperature values, afterwards
the scene is rendered with a simulated standard-camera. Finally the false-colors that have represented the temperatures
are switched back to the real-color representations of the objects. Assuming that the far-infrared heat-radiations behave
just like visible light this provides quite reasonable thermal
images that are independent of the RGB real-color images.

TINYSEP

While the physics simulation has not yet been used in the
smart environment contexts like Ambient Assisted Living,
it could be quite useful in the future, if e.g. the interaction
between people and obstacles or objects in the environment
should be simulated as well.

Introduction

In 2012 there exists no industry standard for a smart environment software platform. That is one of the reasons, why
ubiquitous computing systems are not wide spread despite of
years of intense research. A lot of different platforms were
designed. They can be divided in two different groups, the
monolithic systems and the platform-based systems.
Monolithic systems. Proprietary, monolithic systems are developed on a bottom-up approach for concrete projects and
problem statements. The functional requirement as well as
the boundary conditions are well-defined since the beginning. As a result, these platforms are optimally adapted to
the problem statement and the resource consumption is minimized by implementing only the requirement functionality.
For example the EU project EMERGE [13] and the Assisted
Living project PAUL [6]. However their low-usability is the
biggest disadvantage of the monolithic systems. In many
cases, external developers cannot integrate their own services, because those monolithic systems are often closedsource. Consequently, more and more monolithic platforms
are developed each year, requiring time and money. Moreover, if a new functionality is needed or the system has to be
used in a different, but similar environment (other flat, other
hardware etc.), more time is required and higher costs rise
up.

Based on this ability to capture thermal images, different
types of PIR sensors that are used in smart environment applications have been modeled. A PIR sensor in SimVis3D
is basically a thermal camera with a resolution of just a couple of pixels and some software that does signal processing afterwards. The signal processing is rather simple and
consists of a step that differentiates the frames over time
(d/dt), sums up (integrates) the resulting difference image
and checks whether the sum exceeds a configured threshold
δ. Every simulation cycle the threshold is reached, the simulated PIR sensor will output an “active” signal.
Definition of Scenes

Scenes in SimVis3D are defined using XML files, an example can be seen in Figure 3. These files basically describe
the structure of the scenegraph. It defines how elements are
connected to each other and what special simulation entities
are instantiated, e.g. cameras or distance scanners.

Platform-based systems. Modular platforms are developed
on a top-down approach. They have an universal applicability, a high flexibility and also allows re-usability. Mechanisms for hardware abstraction and open system interfaces
are integrated to connect with future hardware and services
from a third supplier. The system including the hardware and
the services can be changed during the runtime, without the
need to restart. One example in the area of Ambient Assisted
Living (AAL) is the “Context Manager” of SOPRANO [16].
Together with other components, like the “UI Engine”, the
Follow-Me-User-Interface or the localization service of SerCHo [1], mechanisms for self-configuration and -adaption
are realized. However many of them require knowledge of
specific programming languages and tools. The solutions,
which are already developed in other programming languages,
have to be re-implemented and tested again. Changes and
extensions of the platform itself are possible, but need a deep
knowledge of the complex software. Those platforms offer
often a too big functional confusing range. That is the reason, why often monolithic systems are developed again, because this is seen as the “faster and easier” way.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<content unit="meters">
<part file="environments/rrlab/rrlab.iv" name="LAB" attached_to="ROOT"
pose_offset="0 0 0 0 0 0" />
<part file="abstract_objects/empty.iv" name="ARTOS_MOUNT" attached_to="LAB"
pose_offset="0 1 0.01 0 0 -90" />
<part file="robots/artos/artos.iv" name="ARTOS" attached_to="ARTOS_MOUNT"
pose_offset="0 0 0 0 0 0" />
<element name="lab_switch" type="Switch" switch_mode="-3" attached_to="LAB"/>
<element name="lab_mount" type="3d Pose Tzyx" position="0 0 0"
orientation="0 0 0" angle_type="deg" attached_to="LAB"/>
<camera name="lab_cam" type="perspective" near_limit="0.1" vfov="45"
attached_to="LAB"/>
<element name="lab_cam_mount" type="3d Pose Tzyx" position="0 0 6"
orientation="0 0 0" angle_type="deg" attached_to="lab_cam"/>
</content>

Figure 3. Example scene-description for SimVis3D

Physics Simulation

A more recent addition to the classic SimVis3D framework
is the integration of the N EWTON game dynamics engine
to be able to simulate rigid body physics, including the behavior of the mobile robots, their components and the their

TinySEP, namely for Tiny Smart Environment Platform, combines the advantages of the two approaches. It makes use of
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two successful and frequently used concepts of software engineering: the driver and the signal-slot model. While providing a high flexibility and re-usability, it still is very easy
to understand and fast development is supported.
Basic Concepts

Drivers and Devices. The driver model is used in most modern operating systems. An operating systems is able to access the hardware with the help of drivers. Further, a driver
creates so called device objects, accessible by others drivers
and devices. For example, a USB controller driver creates a
new USB device, if a mouse is plugged into the computer.
This device provides raw data from the USB mouse. A USB
mouse driver creates a second device that converts raw data
into cursor coordinates. TinySEP utilizes a similar driver
model. Only a driver can create one or more devices. The
devices are objects that encapsulate a certain functionality,
for example a hardware abstraction or an intermediate service. Each device object also stores internal configuration
information, which can be accessed from the outside.

Figure 4. TinySEP: Example internal view with drivers, devices, interfaces, connections and the Device manager

available drivers are loaded when TinySEP is started. In
this example, the drivers BusRadioAmicaUdp (hardware connection), HAAmicaMovement, HAAmicaDoor,
HAAmicaLight (hardware abstraction), FlatOccupancy
(intermediate service), and AAL Light, AAL Inactivity
(AAL service) are loaded by default. Comparing figure
4 with figure 5 you see, that the driver BusRadioAmica is exchanged with BusRadioAmicaUdp. While
the first one receives data from real AmICA node via
a special AmICA USB stick and provide them to the
framework, the seconds one receives the exact same data
stream, but over UDP/IP from MCA2 module AmicaUDPTransmitter, see also Figure 1.

Interfaces. In an event-driven system, objects can be connected with the help of the signal-slot model. Signals are
messages, which are sent to slots. A signal can be sent to
several slots, and each of them can receive several different
messages. An extended signal-slot model is used in TinySEP to interconnect the devices. To enable this, the signal
slot model was extended in two ways. First, several signalslot pairs are bundled to so-called interfaces. Second, always
a bidirectional connection is established. Thus, a device can
send different signal to an other device, which is also able to
send data back. An overview is shown on Figure 4.

When the first AmICA movement sensor is “installed”
in the simulation - loaded within MCA2 in this case -, it
starts sending packets. As soon as the driver BusRadioAmicaUdp receives the first packet of this new node,
it creates a new device of the type BusRadioAmicaUdp0 with the interface AmicaNode and the information
“Type: Move” (see Figure 5). With the help of this
device, other devices can now access the node to receive
raw data or to send configuration data to the sensor node.

Device manager. All drivers, devices and available interfaces are administrated by the Device manager. New drivers
or new devices register themselves at the Device manager,
which is responsible to inform all the others devices and
drivers about this new driver or device. It is up to them to
decide if they want to connect themselves with this driver or
device. The Device manager implements only minimal functionality, while the intelligence of the system is performed
with the help of the drivers, devices and their connection
with each other. Figure 4 shows a possible internal state of
TinySEP. The driver BusRadioAmica for example connects AmICA nodes (see section “Real-world setup”) to
TinySEP, while devices of the driver HAAmicaMovement
convert the raw data from AmICA movement nodes.

Hardware abstraction. The drivers and devices from the
hardware abstraction layer are responsible for converting
the raw data into usable data and vice versa. From
here on, it does not matter, if raw comes from “real”
or simulated AmICA nodes. Although real nodes are represented by BusRadioAmica and simulated by BusRadioAmicaUdp devices they have the same interface
AmicaNode. That is the important factor for other devices to connect to them. For example, the new device BusRadioAmicaUdp0 register itself with its interface at the device manager, which informs all the driver
that this new device is available. The HAAmicaMove,
HAAmicaDoor, and HAAmicaLight analyze the interface of this device and its information. HAAmicaMove is
compatible to the new interface and creates a new device
called HAAmicaMove0. This device analyzes the raw
data and abstract it for other devices, which can connect
to the device via the interface Movement.

Layered Model of TinySEP

TinySEP was developed after the analysis of 12 typical
services in the areas of healthcare monitoring, comfort, security and energy saving. Typically, a smart environment
platform consists of four layers: hardware connection,
hardware abstraction, intermediate services and services.
TinySEP can reflect each layer, but is not limited to them.
Hardware connection. The drivers and devices from the
hardware connection layer are responsible for connecting the hardware with TinySEP. To better understand how
the framework works we will provide an example. All
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Intermediate services. Intermediate services can also be
implemented in the TinySEP driver model. In our example there is the intermediate service FlatOccupancy,
which detects if a person is in the flat. The FlatOccupancy driver waits till at least one interface of
type Movement and one of type Door with the information “Pos = Outer door” (not shown in the graphic).
As soon as this is the case the device FlatOccupancy
is created, it connects with the necessary interfaces. In
turn it provides the FlatOccupancyStatus interface
for others devices.
Services. Similar to intermediate services, services can
also be implemented using TinySEP driver model. In this
example there are two AAL service. Inactivity recognition
is represented by the AAL Inactivity driver. This
driver creates a device, which connects to the interface
FlatOccupancyStatus, Movement and Door. An
automatic light control is provided by the AAL Light
driver, which switches on and off the light depending if
a person is present. A part of the final system status of
TinySEP is depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 6. AmICA Wireless Sensor Node

The experiment that will be presented in the following
should be regarded as a first proof-of-concept for the combination of our frameworks. The key idea is the following:
The robotics frameworks MCA2 and SimVis3D are used
for simulation of a smart environment with one simulated
person and several AmICA WSN nodes placed in the flat
of the person.
The simulated sensor information is then fed to the TinySEP framework. The task of the smart environment framework is to provide a follow me light infrastructure that
automatically switches the lights on in the rooms the person enters and also an inactivity detection, that can detect
emergency situations, e.g. if a person is not moving for
a longer period of time.
Interconnection

Communication between the MCA2/SimVis3D simulation framework and TinySEP is done bidirectionally and
network-transparent using simple UDP packets. The MCA2
side simulates nodes that can serve both as sources as well
as sinks (sensors or actuators, respectively). The simulated AmICA nodes create communication frames, which
include header and payload bytes - exact like the real
AmICA node do. By exchanging some MCA2 modules,
these frames can easily be sent out to other processes, encapsulated in UDP packets, instead of being used as input
to other MCA2 modules within the same framework.

Figure 5. TinySEP configuration for MCA2/SimVis3D

Real-world Setup

TinySEP is evaluated in two actual inhabited flats, where
AmICA nodes are installed. The AmICA platform [24,
23] is a flexible, easy-to-program and compact WSN platform consisting of nodes, a communication protocol, software libraries and development tools. The low-power AmICA nodes can be equipped with different sensors and
actuators, see also Figure 6. For the two flats, AmICA
nodes are used to detect movement with the help of PIR
sensors (passive infrared) and door positions. TinySEP
is running at a central PC, placed in each flat. More
information can be found in [22].

As the TinySEP framework explicitly handles hardware
abstraction, also here it is only a matter of adding a
special driver that uses the simulation data received from
the network instead of the real sensor nodes.

INTERCONNECTION EXPERIMENT
Introduction

Setup
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During the experiments, both frameworks where running
on two different physical machines. The overall situation
of the interconnected frameworks is shown in Figure 7.
It should be noted that SimVis3D resides as a module
inside of the MCA2 framework, this is why there are no
explicit connections drawn in the image.
MCA2
UDP/IP

TinySEP

SimVis3D

Figure 7. High-Level interconnection diagram of the frameworks
Figure 9. The interconnection experiment with the smart flat as seen in
the SimVis3D visualization.

In the experiment, eight simulated sensor nodes have been
used. Four of them detected movements and the state of
doors (the source nodes) and four of them were used as
sink nodes that were able to switch the lights in the rooms
on or off.

best of the two worlds together. For the focus of this
work, MCA2, SimVis3D and TinySEP have been interconnected and evaluated together. The experimental results show that it is possible to establish a lightweight
connection between them that can yet be used to accomplish complex tasks.

During start-up, the TinySEP part detects and configures
the available sensors and initializes the applications such
as Follow me light and Inactivity detection that make use
of the received data.
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More complex scenarios, including robots, more persons,
sensors and actors will be used in further experiments
to evaluate the combination of the frameworks. Future
TinySEP drivers will be developed and optimized with the
help of MCA2/SimVis3D. This gives the developers first
time the chance to evaluate their services under different
conditions. Today, often a living lab is used, which gives
only limited results. In future, thousands of scenarios
(e. g. flats) can be simulated to evaluate services. We ask
you for feedback to our approach. If you are interested
in cooperation, please contact us.
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Figure 8. Layout plan of the flat with sensor and actuator positions.
“M” indicates a movement sensor, “D” a door sensor (reed switch) and
“L” a light.
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